AMAR InfoTech, Ahmedabad is looking for Fresher students from B.E: CE–IT, MCA and MSc IT.

- Eligibility Criteria:
  - Basic Knowledge on Technologies like: PHP, Open sources, Asp.net, iphone app, Android app, QA-software Testing, SEO Executive, BDE and for Web designer.
  - Experience: Fresher – 2013 Pass outs
  - Qualification: BE computer or IT, MCA or Msc IT
  - Percentage Criteria: Minimum 55% (with CGPA)
  - Salary: Best in the industry (first we give training and then job will start)
  - Bond: yes for the 18 months to 24 months depend on interview
  - Job Location: Ahmedabad

Campus selection Process:
- Students are required to register and buy a Hall Ticket from this link: http://www.eventsbot.com/events/eb964777246
- Registered students will attain this campus selection written Exam (aptitude, Eng. Grammar, Logical Reasoning, Maths, technical, logic) max of 50 Questions.
- No negative marking
- Passing marks will be 20
- Shortlisted candidate need to attain final HR round after this test and selection.

Note: One day before this drive TOPICS for preparations or Questions may be forwarded to all registered students via email